Brandnew Underground Power List ! See you at the Headbangers Open Air - only as privat Metal Fan ! Our next
shop will be at the Storm Crusher Festival !
Our next Underground Power Records releases will be: White Magician (US Metal, Demon Bitch - Members),
Starlight Ritual (CAN Metal), Silverbones (Running Wild worship from Italy with Ced from Rocka Rollas/Blazon
Stone) + Warlok (US Power Metal) - all on Vinyl - hopefully until August/September !

CDS
ACCUSER - Experimental Errors (NEW*GER THRASH METAL CLASSIC*1987 + 3 BONUS TRACKS) - 13 €
No Remorse Records 2016 - Originally released 1987 on Atom H ! + 3 Bonus Tracks !
Classic German Thrash Metal. An overdose of sharp riffs and pure Teutonic Thrash
ACCUSER - The Conviction (NEW*GER THRASH METAL CLASSIC*1987*+ 3 BONUS TRACKS) - 13 €
No Remorse Records 2016 - Limited Edition of 350 copies on BLACK vinyl. Originally released 1987 on Atom H ! + 3 Bonus Tracks !
Classic German Thrash Metal. An overdose of sharp riffs and pure Teutonic Thrash
ACCUSER - Repent (NEW*LIM.ED 500*GER THRASH METAL CLASSIC + 3 BONUS TRACKS) – 13 €
No Remorse Records 2016 - Classic German Thrash Metal. An overdose of sharp riffs and pure Teutonic Thrash
ACCUSER - Double Talk (NEW*LIM.ED 500*GER THRASH METAL CLASSIC + 3 BONUS TRACKS) – 13 €
No Remorse Records 2016 - Classic German Thrash Metal. An overdose of sharp riffs and pure Teutonic Thrash
AFTERSHOK - Detonate (NEW*US METAL KILLER*SHOK PARIS*MALICE*JUDAS PRIEST) - 14 €
Auburn Records 2016 - Brandnew 2nd Album and its again US Metal at its best ! The new Vocalist has the same class than mighty Vic Hixx
before, melodic + powerful ! George Mihalovich (SHOK PARIS) + George Borden (LEATHER LEONE/TENSION) have created another totally 80's
sounding US Metal gem with the engineering (by Jim Dofka) and mastering (by Maor Appelbaum)
For Fans of JUDAS PRIEST, DIO, LIZZY BORDEN, FIFTH ANGEL, SHOK PARIS, MALICE and DOKKEN
ANCIENT EMPIRE - Other World (NEW*STORMSPELL*US POWER METAL*SHADOW KILLER*HELLHOUND) - 13 €
Stormspell Records 2016 - ANCIENT EMPIRE - Other World CD - traditional power metal from Bay Area, feat. Joe Liszt (Shadow Killer,
Hellhound, Rocka Rollas, D-train, etc.) and Rich and Steve Pelletier (Hellhound, Forgotten Disciple, Rapid Fire, Ikki Crane, Rellik, Tyton, Angury
Athawuld, etc.) - sophomore album, delving into the sci-fi realm.
– Same (NEW*THRASH METAL*COSTA RICA*VIO-LENCE*SLAYER) – 12 €
Ragnarök Records 2016 - Bay Are like Thrash Metal Shrapnel with some Tech/Thrash influences from Costa Rica
This release is a re-issue of the strictly limited 2012-demo (which had only 150 copies), remastered and with added bonus-material (2 live & 2 rehearsal-tunes) as
well as a bigger booklet with more pics and information.
For Fans of Slayer, Vio-lence, Exodus
ASSASSIN - License to Kill (NEW*LIM.500 RERELEASE*US METAL 1983*MALICE*OVERLORD) – 14 €
Heaven and Hell Records 2016 - Re-mastered re-issue of this rare U.S. hard rock/heavy metal cult classic. Awesome mix of 80' US Metal + NWOBHM
For Fans of Malice, Overlord SR, MX, Lizzy Borden
• First time ever on CD
• Limited pressing of 500
• Additional three bonus tracks (Assassin live available only on CD) • Band history essay • Never before seen photos

BANSHEE - Race Against Time + Cry In The Night (NEW*DCD*US METAL*SHOK PARIS*OMEN) - 17 €
Divebomb Records 2016 - Killer 80's US Power Metal DCD - FOR FANS OF: LEATHERWOLF, SHOK PARIS, OMEN, LIZZY BORDEN
Actual vocalist of Banshee is George Call (ASKA/OMEN)
Rising from the Midwestern hard rock scene of the mid-‘80s, BANSHEE was a band that balanced traditional heavy metal with melodic hard
rock with winning results. Featuring former members of such underground Kansas City groups as Granmax and Frodo, BANSHEE was fronted
by Tommy Lee Flood, a vocalist that many have compared to Ronnie James Dio in his range and power. A few years after forming, BANSHEE
self-released their Cry in the Night EP, selling so many copies independently that both Metal Blade and Atlantic Records courted the young act.
BANSHEE ended up signing on with A&R legend Jason Flom at Atlantic Records, but not before licensing the EP to Metal Blade, in turn bringing
international attention to the group. 1989 found the quartet releasing their debut album, Race Against Time, an 11-song collection that
focused on their more melodic tendencies. Despite MTV’s Headbangers Ball giving the band’s “Shoot Down The Night” video healthy airplay,
behind-the-scenes drama lead to Banshee being dropped by Atlantic Records. The group would break up in 1993 after releasing their Take ‘Em
By Storm that year on their own Snowblind label. Now, over 30 years since BANSHEE formed, Race Against Time + Cry In The Night 2 CD set
with each release pressed on its own CD. The remastered collection will feature archival BANSHEE photos from throughout their career. In
addition, there’s a new interview with guitarist Terry Dunn done by NoEcho.net’s Carlos Ramirez especially for this reissue. With both titles
long out of print.
BLOOODGOOD - Rock in a Hard Place (NEW*US WHITE METAL RERELEASE*DOKKEN*HOLY SOLDIER) - 14 €
Retroactive Records 2015 - Limited Reissue, remastered of an US White Metal Classic - Digipak Edition !
Originally released in 1988, the third album by Christian Metal giants, Bloodgood, shocked metalheads that were used to full-on head bangin’
tracks like “Black Snake” and “Crucify.” Instead, Rock In A Hard Place showcased some of the most melodic hard rock on the planet! “She’s
Gone” was haunting, while “Shakin’ It” rocked with reckless abandon, and “Seven” was a resounding, thunderous finale that hearkened back

to the first two albums. . The 2015, Retroactive Records remastered reissue corrects some of the original album’s flaws in mastering (almost
no bass!), and is housed in a 4 panel, full color digipak. This album is released in the Legends Remastered series for a reason - it’s a Christian
Hard Rock masterpiece that sounds better now than ever!
For fans of Sacred Warrior, Judas Priest, Dokken, Holy Soldier, Idle Cure, Stryper, Iron Maiden !
BLOODGOOD - Out of the Darkness (NEW*US WHITE METAL RERELEASE*DOKKEN*STRYPER) - 14 €
Retroactive Records 2015 - Limited Reissue, remastered of an US White Metal Classic - Digipak Edition !
There are some bands that specialize in melodic metal anthems - those songs that make you want to stand up, raise your hands in the air, sing
at the top of your lungs, and jump around the room playing your finest air guitar! Kiss is one. Motley Crue in another. Stryper specialized in it.
And with Out of the Darkness, Bloodgood showed they could write anthemic riffs with the best of them! One metal anthem after another, with
the trademark Les Carlsen vocals, and the return of the bombastic Michael Bloodgood bass lines, the band’s fourth album necessitates some
serious head bangin’ metal! The 2015, Retroactive Records remastered reissue substantially enhances the original album, and is housed in a 4
panel, full color digipak. This album is released in the Legends Remastered series for a reason - it’s a Christian Metal masterpiece that sounds
better now than ever! For fans of Sacred Warrior, KISS, Dokken, Holy Soldier, Idle Cure, Stryper, Iron Maiden !
CANDLEMASS - Death Thy Lover (NEW*LIM.DIGI*EPIC DOOM METAL MASTERPIECE*MATS LEVEN) - 10 €
Napalm Records 2016 - LTD 4 Page Digipack - 4 brand new tracks!
CANDLEMASS are back to celebrate 30 years of Doom with a brand new EP! The special anniversary release named Death Thy Lover features
four studiotracks with Mats Levén on vocals. The band is also happy to announce that Mats Levén, who's a longtime friend of the band, is now
the permanent singer for the Swedish Doom Metal Squad. Epic riffs meet monumental parts of heavy metal! 3 decades of Epic Doom Metal, 3
decades of CANDLEMASS: Tons of Epic Doom Metal awaits, even for the next decades & generations!
– Cold Pestilent Hope (NEW*LIM.500*US POWER/THRASH METAL*SATAN'S HOST*SYRUS) – 13 €
Ragnarök Records 2016 - Lim. 500 copies - US Power/Thrash Metal at its best on their 3rd Album wit Harry Conklin - like Vocals
For Fans of SATAN'S HOST, HELSTAR, SYRUS or CONTROL DENIED
The complete “Cold Pestilent Hope”- album for the first time on CD.
Contains bonus track “Bound To Wrath”.
12 pages-booklet with all lyrics, bio & pics.
Limited Edition (500 copies).

DAMIEN BLACK - Dead Of Winter (NEW*LIM.500*US METAL 1992*QUEENSRYCHE*SAVATAGE) - 14 €
Arkeyn Steel Records 2016 - US Metal Killer from 1992 - Limited Edition of 500 copies - MASTERPIECE ! New & Sealed !
For those new to Damien Black and fans of US power metal in the vein of Vicious Rumors, Queensryche and Savatage, this release is a must.
New full length Dead Of Winter from Orlando, Florida’s melodic power metal masters Damien Black. This epic release features re-recordings of
the songs that appeared on the bands first (Black Reign) and unreleased second demos plus “Black Reign” demo from 1992 original recording,
mix are included as bonus. Not only have these songs never been released before on CD, the new recordings feature a heavy, modern
production while retaining the trademark Damien Black sound, all wrapping in a stunning package with 12-pages booklet featuring never
before seen photos, lyrics and bio.
Dead Of Winter is a showcase of glass shattering vocals, amazing guitar work and a pounding rhythm section, all delivered in songs that are
epic and powerful.
DEMON BITCH - Hellfriends (NEW*US METAL*HEATHEN'S RAGE*JAG PANZER*C.UNGOL) - 13 €
Skol Records 2016 - After their great Demo Compilation now this is their Debut album, amazing US True Heavy Metal far fans of early JAG
PANZER, HEATHENS RAGE, CIRITH UNGOL, BROCAS HELM, early AGENT STEEL. DEMON BITCH is a traditional Heavy Metal band based out of
Michigan, USA, with a taste for the strange and obscure realms of the genre. The history of the band dates back to 2011, when three longtime
friends: Mars Weston, Logon Saton, and Samuel Ceckowski, came forth to cement their breed of Heavy Metal with their self titled 3-song
demo, which was released in 2012. The line-up was promptly solidified with the integral addition of the second guitarist, Solon Saton, which
allowed the group to play various live shows, and a US East Coast tour in 2013.
In 2014, the complete line-up came forth with a follow-up to their demo, an EP titled "Death Is Hanging..." which was released by Dying
Victims Productions in Europe and Evil Prevails Productions in Indonesia. The next, and greatest chapter yet is their debut full-length entitled
"Hellfriends", which is to be released in June of 2016. A genuine love for the Hard and Heavy, from 80's legends of the underground such as
MERCYFUL FATE, SATAN and ANGEL WITCH, to 70's Progressive and Hard Rock, provided a foundation for the band to stand upon, but it's the
intangible inspiration of fantasy, camaraderie and the unknown, which sculpts the rare sounds by these Hellfriends of Demon Bitch.
DENNER / SHERMAN - Masters of Evil (NEW*LIM.DIGI + PATCH*MERCYFUL FATE/CAGE) - 14 €
Metal Blade Records 2016 - Limited Edition Digipak - 1st Edition with PATCH !
Killer Heavy Metal in the vein of MERCYFUL FATE with the legendary Guitar Duo Michael Denner + Hank Shermann (EX - Mercyful Fate) +
CAGE - vocalist Sean Peck !
DUST BOLT - Mass Confusion (NEW*GER THRASH METAL*BAY AREA*EXODUS) – 14 €
Napalm Records 2016 - New masterpiece by the German Thrash Metal forcein the Bay Area Way ! A true neck-breaking circle pit soundtrack!
It's only been five years since Southern Germans Dust Bolt won the W:O:A Metal Battle 2011 – five years the band used to transform themselves from hot
newcomers into national thrash heroes with their debut Violent Demolition! These Bay Area aficionados are ready to drop their third full length in shape of Mass
Confusion now, and relentless touring plus constant fine-tuning of the typical Dust Bolt sound have finally paid off: the old school songwriting is focused and free
of ballast weight, yet despite all the rage and aggression there is still plenty of breathing space for melodic guitar work, gang shouts and ten ton grooves.

EXORCIST - Nightmare Theatre DCD (NEW*SLIPCASE ED.*PILEDRIVER*WITCHERY*BATHORY*VENOM) - 15 €
High Roller Records 2016 - Slipcase Edition DCD - originally released on Cobra Records back in 1986
Legendary Virgin Steele singer David DeFeis confirmed that he not only handled the mix of the record but was also responsible for the entire
concept and of course the lead vocals. However, in the underground metal scene of the day, »Nightmare Theatre« had already become a cult
album shortly after its original release in 1986.

For Fans of Venom, Bathory, Witchery, Slayer, Metallica, Exciter, Piledriver, Possessed and early Death.
HARD KNOX - Psyco's R Us (NEW*LIM.ED.*US HARD ROCK*KIX*D.TOYS*BROKEN TEETH) - 14 €
Divebomb Records 2016 - Awsome US 80's Melodic Metal/Hard Rock - FOR FANS OF: DANGEROUS TOYS, SPREAD EAGLE, BROKEN TEETH,
DIRTY LOOKS, KIX
Drawing from a wide range of influences that spanned from Led Zeppelin and Bad Company, to early AC/DC and the Scorpions, and even
further to Fates Warning and Savatage; Salt Lake City, Utah's HARD KNOX got its start when vocalist Therron Arrington and guitarist Chris
Gigliotti began recording early tracks in—of all places—a closet in Chris' mother's house.
The quintet grew to achieve local notoriety—helped along by opening slots for acts like David Lee Roth, Great White, Mr. Big, Slaughter, and
even Pantera (among many others)—but after interest from Atlantic Records failed to result in a suitable recording contract, HARD KNOX
decided to strike out on their own to self-release a full-length album, Psyco's R Us, in 1993.
The 10-song release carried a sound representative of the changing landscape of hard rock at the time—Skid Row meets Mother Love Bone;
or, as the band describes, equal parts Dirty Looks, Kix, and Alice in Chains. HARD KNOX promoted the album by plastering the town with fullsize posters to support a continued onslaught of live gigs. However, the hard rockin', hard partyin' lifestyle eventually caught up with them,
and the band self-destructed before they were able to capitalize on the momentum they had built.
Out of print for decades and now an increasingly rare collector's item (once cited in VH1's list of the “100 Rarest Hard Rock CDs”), original
copies of the album have sold on eBay for astronomical prices of more than $300. After years of trying, Divebomb Records is now thrilled to
finally present this deluxe reissue of Psyco's R Us—including HARD KNOX’s original four-song demo (one track from which also appeared on
KBER 101's The Best of Rock From the Wasatch Front compilation CD)—fully remastered by Jamie King at The Basement Recording; and
including a brand new interview with vocalist, Therron Arrington, alongside archival photographs. For the fans, by the fans!
HELLHOUND - Nothing Left (NEW*US THRASH METAL*STORMSPELL*ULYSSES SIREN*HEATHEN) - 14 €
Stormspell Records 2016 - Veteran speed/thrash pack from Bay Area, which has been around since the early 80s but for one reason or another
never managed to release a debut album.
Finally this is done, and it is a bitter-sweet affair as it is also an epitaph of their long-lasting, albeit rockier career. But hey, better late than
never, right!
Incl.: 3D - Cover ! For fans of ULYSSES SIREN, HEATHEN, TESTAMENT, EXODUS, DEFIANCE, 80s Bay Area thrash metal.
HEXX - Morbid Reality (NEW*US TECH/THRASH METAL REISSUE*LIM.1000 + OBI) - 15 €
The Crypt Records 2016 - reissue oft he Bay Area thrash metal band HEXX's 1991 classic album "Morbid Reality". CD limited to 1000 copies
worldwide!
Originally starting out as a power metal band in the early 80s, the band went through many stages in their sound with each release, and finally
evolved into a fusion of technical thrash and death metal with their long out of print album MORBID REALITY, which we are pleased to make
available once again on CD format.
This amazing piece of history will have the same standard of quality known from DARK SYMPHONIES / THE CRYPT and will feature a 20 page
booklet with the original artwork and layout from the original 1991 release, as well as classic band photos and new liner notes from guitarist
Dan Watson.
Additionally, a Japanese-style OBI-Strip will be included.
HYDRA VEIN - After the Dream Official (NEW*UK THRASH METAL CLASSIC*LIM.1000*2nd ALBUM*DEATHWISH) - 15 €
The Crypt Records 2016 - Re-introducing the world to one of the greatest thrash albums from the 80's. For the first time ever as a stand alone
CD, a true thrash classic, HYDRA VEIN's sophomore masterpiece, "After the Dream"! Hydra Vein was formed in the spring of 1987 featuring exDeathwish members, brothers Damon and Nathan Maddison and was hailed as the UK's answer to Slayer!
Additionally, a Japanese-style OBI-Strip will be included. CD limited to 1000 copies worldwide! Stay away from BOOTLEGS! Support the band
and official releases!!
This amazing piece of history will have the same standard of quality as expected from CRYPT LPs and features the amazing original cover
artwork courtesy of the legendary Dan Seagrave. Also featured are unpublished band photos, lyrics and new liner notes by original band
members. This CD is designed after the original 1989 vinyl release, taking elements from the original layout with attention to detail, even down
to the logo and typeface for a touch of nostalgia. In an effort to preserve the integrity of the original recording, we have meticulously and
subtly mastered the audio files from the original dat tape to retain the dynamics and atmosphere of the original recording. This new master is
approved and endorsed by the band. This is the absolute best sounding version of this amazing release, guaranteed! Additionally, a fold out 2
sided mini poster featuring the amazing Dan Seagrave artwork, as well as a Japanese-style OBI-Strip will be included.
LANFEAR - The Code Inherited (NEW*GER PROG/POWER METAL*FATES WARNING) - 13 €
Pure Steel Records 2016 - Fantastic German Prog Power Metal with Ray Alder like Vocals. Formed in 1993, Germany's Lanfear remains
criminally unknown to most of the metal world. THE CODE INHERITED is the band's 6th LP, following an intervening period of four years since
THIS HARMONIC CONSONANCE in 2012.
For Fans of Fates Warning, Morgana Lafay, Symphony X
LUCIFER'S HAMMER - Beyond The Omens (NEW*US METAL/NWOBHM*OMEN*WARLORD*I.MAIDEN) - 14 €
Shadow Kingdom Records 2016 - Brandnew Debut Killer from CHILE with a Mix between US Metal + NWOBHM
For Fans of SALEM’S WYCH, GRIFFIN, HEATHEN’S RAGE, DAMIEN THORNE, IRON MAIDEN, 80’s JUDAS PRIEST, WARLORD, OMEN
After their highly acclaimed "Night Sacrifice (Demo MMXIII)" three years ago, here is the debut full-length of LUCIFER'S HAMMER, "Beyond the
Omens."
With confidence and energy bursting from every glorious note, "Beyond the Omens" continues the magic these Chileans created on their
celebrated demo, but LUCIFER'S HAMMER take it one step further with a more polished sound that enables these anthems to ring proud and
true. Like a time-warp to 1984, on both sides of the Atlantic, this is classic HEAVY METAL that combines crushing energy, night-time
atmosphere, moody melodicism, and HUGE choruses that would be ruling the radio if it was indeed 1984. But be aware that this isn't
pantomime: LUCIFER'S HAMMER are the real deal, and they hammer home the fact with a vengeance, leaving an indelible, long-lasting
impression on the listener.

Before it's over, you'll be enthralled to the secret "Beyond the Omens" and these nine songs simply won't leave your head! Bolstered by a clear
yet full-blooded production and cover art that tells a thousand words of the story, "Beyond the Omens" is guaranteed to be a classic debut,
and forceful point of entry for LUCIFER'S HAMMER to continue their dominance.
Fans of Iron Maiden and Warlord will freak out when they hear this - you've been warned!
MANILLA ROAD - Dreams of Eschaton DCD (NEW*US EPIC METAL MASTERPIECE 1979 - 1981) - 15 €
High Roller Records 2016 - DCD in slipcase, 79:33 bonus material, Underground Demo 1979, After Midnight Live (radio broadcast), Flakes of
Time (home recording)
1981 Manilla Road had recorded another album which was supposed to be following the release of »Invasion«. The long lost Manilla Road
album called »Dreams Of Eschaton«, now issued in its original form by High Roller Records. The material has been carefully restored and
remastered by Patrick W. Engel at his Temple Of Disharmony.
MASQUERAGE - Breaking the Masks (NEW*STORMWITCH*THIN LIZZY*RUNNING WILD) - 13 €
Stormspell Records 2016 - 17 Years Anniversary album - Teutonic influenced Power Metal from Finland !
Something new, something old, something borrowed, and something blue. This album contains several selected tracks from Masquerage's
debut album, completely re-recorded to showcase the current band line-up and to reveal the true potential of the tunes, plus several brandnew songs to showcase what's upcoming, as well as two killer cover tunes by the mighty Stormwitch and Thin Lizzy
MESSINA - Terrortory (NEW*LIM.DCD*80's TECH/THRASH METAL*APOCALYPSE*GAMMACIDE) - 17 €
Divebomb Records 2016 - 80's Killer Tech/Thrash Metal - Deluxe DCD Anthology Rerelease incl. Bonus Tracks !
FOR FANS OF: SACROSANCT, DYOXEN, MANDATOR, GAMMACIDE, APOCALYPSE
Formed in Heesch, Netherlands during the autumn of 1983 by five teenagers inspired by bands like Anvil, Raven, Iron Maiden, Saxon and Judas
Priest, MESSINA got its start under the name of ASSASSIN. Six months later, the group made its live debut in the spring of 1984 and never
looked back, releasing three demos in three consecutive years—Mission Completed (1986), Cease Fire (1987), and Murder in the First Degree
(1988). Due to confusion with the German band of the same name, and just prior to their first official appearance with two tracks on the Metal
in Rocks Vol. I compilation in 1988, ASSASSIN settled upon the mysterious new name of MESSINA, after a town on the island of Sicily, Italy. The
following year, they issued the Live! demo—showcasing the raw energy of their increasingly thrash-based attack, drawing inspiration from
more aggressive acts such as Metallica, Sepultura, and Slayer.
Finally, the years of hard work practicing and playing gigs paid off, as MESSINA signed on with Inline Music for the release of their nine-song
full-length album, Terrortory (1990). Unfortunately, their luck would soon change, as the label cancelled a German tour, and the band
eventually lost its lead vocalist—the remaining members deciding to remain friends but go their separate ways before the end of 1993. But
now, more than 25 years later, the music lives on, two-CD set collecting MESSINA's entire discography—including all three ASSASSIN demos—
fully remastered by Jamie King at The Basement Studios; and including an in-depth, band-penned biography and loads of archival photographs.
MONASTERIUM - Same (NEW*EPIC DOOM METAL*CANDLEMASS*SOLITUDE AETURNUS) - 13 €
No Remorse Records 2016 - One of the best Epic Doom Metal album of 2016.
The album consists of seven hymns of Doom that should take you to a dense and epic journey though spiritual worlds, medieval history and
religion.
Expect classic metal sound, lots of crashing riffs and haunting melodies. Highly recommended for fans of Candlemass and Solitude Aeturnus.
MONUMENT - Hair Of The Dog (NEW*BRITISH STEEL*JUDAS PRIEST*IRON MAIDEN*WHITE WIZZARD) - 15 €
Rock of Angels Records 2016 - Brandnew 2nd Album - what a killer Release for all early Iron Maiden Fans ! With Pete Ellis (EX White Wizzard)
on Vocals.
This is how Iron Maiden/Judas Priest should sound these days. The Band has released their first EP in 2012/Debut Album - Renegades in 2014 Killer Production !
Dynamite CD in Rock Hard Magazine! For Fans of Iron Maiden, Judas Priest, White Spirit, Enforcer, Striker, Ram, White Wizzard
MORTILLERY - Shapeshifter (NEW*LIM.DIGI + 3 BONUS*CAN THRASH METAL*DEATH ANGEL) - 14 €
Napalm Records 2016 - Limited edition digipak incl. 3 bonus tracks.
Shredding their way from the Canadian wasteland known as Edmonton, Mortillery are geared up, charged and ready to attack with speedy
heavy metal madness! Mortillery stand out with their holocaustic riffage, raw energy and dynamic female vocals. Drawing influence from a
wide range of artists such as Judas Priest, Death Angel, Detente, Warfare and Holy Moses, the unstoppable force of Mortillery is reminiscent of
the glory days of Bay Area Thrash, as well as the primal aggression of hardcore/punk. Their third album Shapeshifter is a ferocious beast drunk
on speed, venomous guitar solos and the rabid vocals of Cara McCutchen. This heavy-weight release is the perfect blend between melody and
aggression!
NINJA - Liberty (NEW*GER HEAVY METAL*HMC # 33*LIM.666 COPIES*ACCEPT*W.A.S.P.) - 13 €
Pure Steel Records 2016 - German Classic Metal, 2015 Rerelease, lim. to 666 copies, with hologram, certificate
For Fans of Accept, Scorpions, W.A.S.P., Quiet, Judas Priest, Running Wild, Gravestone, High Tension, Tyrant
NERVOSA - Agony (NEW*LIM.DIGI + BONUS*BRA ALL FEMALE THRASH METAL*SLAYER*KREATOR) - 14 €
Napalm Records 2016 - Limited edition digipak incl. bonus track. 2nd Full-Length Album from the Brazilian All Female Thrash Metal Band.
Brazil`s meanest power trio has returned: Nervosa indulge in relentlessly raw all-female thrash metal on their second studio album Agony that
almost effortlessly merges the energy of the glorious 80s with the refined aggression of this millennium. Played even more on point and
precise than debut Victim of yourself (2014), it definitely enriches the Nervosa sound having transferred the production to the USA: the South
American riff tornado is in flawless shape! Nods to Kreator, Slayer etc really are just the tip of the iceberg here, and the Brazilian squad
continues to drag its fans down into a malicious maelstrom full of old school darkness.
OBLIVION MYTH - Inside the Mirror (NEW*US PROG/POWER METAL*SANCTUARY*K.DIAMOND) - 14 €
US Private Press 2016 - US Power/Prog Metal Highlight - Second Album after their Debut in 2008.

Fantastic Melodies, killer riffing, double leads, outstanding vocals, this is real must have !
For Fans of Phantom, Judas Priest, Exxplorer, Hitten, Sanctuary, Fatal Opera, Damn the Machine, Symphony X, King Diamond
OMEN - Hammer Damage (NEW*US METAL KILLER*LIM.1st EDITION) - 13 €
Pure Steel Records 2016 - US Metal, 2016 Album, limited first edition with silver tray, Kevin Goocher on Vocals again and most oft he Songs are
in the tradition of Battle Cry
OSIRIS - Resurrection (NEW*LIM.DCD 1000*CAN METAL*HEIR APPARENT*CRIMSON GLORY*QUEENSRYCHE) - 17 €
Arkeyn Steel Records 2016 - Limited DCD with fantastic melodic US Metal - Anthology from Osiris - Vancouver, Canada incl. many Bonus Tracks
! Limited Edition 1000 Handnumbered CDs
For Fans of Queensryche, Fates Warning, Crimson Glory and Heir Apparent
"Resurrection" including five demos (1986, 1987, 1989, 1992, 1993), and many bonus material from outtakes, rehearsals and compilation
track.
This masterpiece will be available first time on CD. Here we got the finest melodic Canada Power Metal you can imagine, in the vein of
Queensryche, Fates Warning, Crimson Glory and Heir Apparent, featuring killer vocals and fantastic lead guitar parts. All the songs have been
remastered by Kostas Scandalis (Wardrum, Horizons End) at Infinity Studios and will be presented on a great double CD package with 16-pages
booklet featuring never before seen photos, lyrics and bio.
PERSONA NON GRATA - Confirm Your Humanity (NEW*GRE PROG/POWER METAL*QUEENYRYCHE*HITTMAN) - 12 €
Steel Gallery Records 2016 - Fantastic Greek Prog/Power Metal with the Singer of Phantom Lord
For Fans of Fates Warning, Queensryche, Dream Theater (Awake - Era), Symphony X, Hittman, Soul Cages
Produced by Chris Tsangarides !
PROUD EXISTENCE - The Trial (NEW*LIM.500*DUTCH STEEL*MARTYR*EMERALD*PICTURE) - 15 €
Virginkiller Entertainment 2016 - Limited Edition of 500 Hand numbered copies in Digipak incl. 4 Bonus Tracks ! Dutch Steel Classic from 1983 1985 !
For Fans of Picture, Dark Wizard, Highway Chile, Martyr, Killer, Emerald, Defender, Second Hell, Skull Crusher, Allied Forces and Future Tense
True heavy metal vinyl collectors really dig this album and it has a cult status nowadays. On online auction websites like e-Bay, Discogs or the
Dutch “Marktplaats” the original album easily costs about $ 65,- / € 60,- There also exists a 1993 bootleg CD by the Revenge Of True Metal
label in their ‘Forgotten Metal : Outstanding Metal Gems’ series. The CD (which is # 13 in the series) also holds California / U.S.A.’s Child Saint
with their 1988 two track debut EP and Shelder from France with their self-released 1988 ‘God Of Vikings’ album. It was so obvious that it is
almost impossible to obtain this CD for a fair price.
SANKTUARY - Winter's Doom (NEW*CAN POWER/SPEED/THRASH METAL*METALIAN*RAZOR*OVERKILL) - 14 €
CAN Private Press 2016 - 2nd brandnew Album by this Great new Underground Power/Thrash/Speed Metal from Canada - Killer Riffs, great
guitar Soli, high pitched screams and powerful Vocals and real classic US Metal - what do we need more ? This is nothing polished, this is raw,
technical and in your face classic US Power/Thrash/Speed Metal !
For Fans of Metalian, Overkill, Have Mercy, Heathen`s Rage, Iron Maiden, Razor, Nasty Savage, 3 Inches of Blood, Hallows Eve, Pildedriver
SCARBLADE - The Cosmic Wrath (NEW*FEMALE FRONTED POWER METAL*WARLOCK*CHASTAIN*RUTHLESS STEEL) - 13 €
No Remorse Records 2016 - Female-fronted Heavy / Power Metal in the vein of WARLOCK, DORO and CHASTAIN.
Formerly known as RUTHLESS STEEL, with an EP release and many live shows.
Started from Greece, now the band is based in Sweden and under the new name SCARBLADE, they released their first full-length album "The
Cosmic Wrath"
SHADOWCAST – The Premonition (NEW*US METAL KILLER 1989*FIFTH ANGEL*FATES WARNING) - 14 €
Arkeyn Steel Records 2016 - US Metal Killer from 1989/1990 - Limited Edition of Hand numbered 500 copies. New & Sealed !
For Fans of Savatage, Fates Warning, Queensryche, Leatherwolf and Fifth Angel
Shadowcast comes from Dayton, Ohio and delivered a fine mixture of US Melodic Metal with Power/Progressive touches back on the 80s.
Includes the renowned first demo, “Necropolis”. Local station WCWT reviewed and compared them to Fates Warning, Queensryche,
Leatherwolf and Fifth Angel. “Private Reality” was featured on Clear Channel’s WAZU and had a feature interview on their local music
segment. This is the best tribute for Shadowcast to see both demos first time on CD. This band earned a loyal following and packed the house
by playing hard hitting originals mixed with metal classics. Digital remastered by Randy Davis (Shadowcast, Wrathskeller, Sartori), artwork by
Cadies Art (DragonForce, Doro).
SHAH - Escape From Mind (NEW*LIM.500*STORMSPELL*THRASH METAL CLASSIC*MEGADETH*ACCUSER) - 13 €
Stormspell Records 2016 - Limited edition to 500 hand-numbered copies, with restored original artwork, on-disc pit-art, 3 D - Cover, 12-page
booklet with liner notes by Anton Garcia and Andrey Sazonov, info, and archive photos. Cult Soviet thrash metal for fans of Anthrax, Exodus,
Megadeth, Accuser, Metallica,
SHAH, one of the most influential 80s thrash metal bands to emerge from the Soviet Union, and the most famous by far, touring successfully
West Germany on multiple occasions during late 80s and releasing an album on major western label. Escape From Mind originally was
recorded as demo during winter 1987-1988 and self-released on limited tape pressing. In 1993, the band re-recorded the best 4 songs from
demo 1987, plus 4 more previously unreleased demo songs from their archives, for what became the "Escape From Mind" album
It was released in 1994 by Moroz Records on cassette tape format only. Unfortunately the label misplaced the final master and pressed the
cassettes from previous, unmastered version with mixed-up track list. So not only we have this album released officially on CD for the first
time ever, but also in its proper form.
SILVERBONES - Wild Waves (NEW*STORMSPELL*RUNNING WILD*BLAZON STONE*ROCKA ROLLAS) - 13 €
Stormspell Records 2016 - Fans of rum-fueled power metal, paying homage at the altar of classic pirate era Running Wild, start your counts.
You are in for a treat! The Italian horde have boarded and are ready to take you on a journey through the high seas. Can you survive the wild

waves? Strictly Limited Vinyl Edition - only 250 copies worldwide will follow on Underground Power Records in a few weeks ! Recommended
for fans of Running Wild, Blazon Stone, Rocka Rollas
SOLDIER - Sheralee c/w Force (NEW*LIM.500*5th ED.REPLICA*NWOBHM CLASSIC) - 6 €
Skol Records 2016 - Fifth release in Skol Records' series of the replicas of the original NWoBHM singles.
CD Replica of the original single from 1982, 2 tracks, remastered, original artwork & layout design.
SUICIDAL ANGELS - Division Of Blood / Digipak CD + DVD (NEW*GRE THRASH METAL*EXODUS) - 16 €
NoiseArt Records 2016 - Limited first Edition inclusive bonus DVD ( Live Concert + Tour Documentary )
Thrash Metal for fans of Kreator, Death Angel, Exodus
When guitarist and vocalist Nick Melissourgos founded the band in 2001 and pushed it to become Greece' Thrash Metal export hit number
one, he was just 16 years old. Having only released three highly acclaimed demos and the EP »Bloodthirsty Humanity«, SUICIDAL ANGELS
already were a renowned insider tip within the European scene. With their second bone splitter »Sanctify The Darkness«, released in 2009 by
Nuclear Blast Records, they fi nally managed the jump into worldwide spotlight. In the same year, the SUICIDAL ANGELS secured the renowned
Rock the Nation award for themselves, in 2010 they played their fi rst complete European tour along BELPHEGOR, KATAKLYSM and DARKEST
HOUR. For their third studio album »Dead Again«, also in 2010, they combined forces with Noise Art Records which was the foundation for a
long-time, fantastic cooperation. The album was followed by successful festival shows and a tour with Thrash legends KREATOR, EXODUS and
DEATH ANGEL. SUICIDAL ANGELS haven't reached their peak yet, although the two milestones »Bloodstone« and »Divide and Conquer« sawed
themselves into the Top 100 of German album charts.
SUNS OF THYME - Cascades (NEW*LIM.DIGI + BONUS*SPACE ROCK*KRAUTROCK*KING CRIMSON) - 13 €
Napalm Records 2016 - 4 pages Digipak CD incl. 1 Bonus Track
Berlin based Krautgaze brimming with melancholia while casting off genre clichés with a grin and an artfully nostalgic twist.
It is hard to imagine that something called Krautgaze could grow up in any other place than Berlin. In its glittering darkness, the city is a perfect
breeding ground for a band like Suns of Thyme: The five-piece (masterfully) crashes together space rock, shoegaze, psych, death rock, and
Velvet Underground / KING CRIMSON on its (forthcoming) sophomore album Cascades. This ode to freethought is brimming with melancholy
and a nonchalant greatness that will (comfortably) settle in behind your eyes - Suns of Thyme casts off genre clichés with a grin and an artfully
nostalgic twist.
TERRAHSPHERE - Third In Order Of The Sun / Externally Scarred (NEW*US TECH/THRASH METAL) - 15 €
The Crypt Records 2016 - New Hampshire / Massachusetts based Technical Death / Thrash band TERRAHSPHERE to reissue their one and only
1991 album Third In Order Of The Sun! This will be the first time ever on CD or LP that the songs "Terracoustic and "I The Beast" will be
featured as they were only ever available before on cassette format.
Best described as a hybrid of REALM (USA), AGENT STEEL (USA) and CYNIC (USA) with touches of ATHEIST (USA) and WATCHTOWER (USA)
thrown in for good measure.
CD limited to 1000 copies worldwide! Stay away from BOOTLEGS! Support the band and official releases!! Additionally, a Japanese-style OBIStrip will be included.
Additionally will be included the band's 1988 Demo "Externally Scarred", when the band played as "Gaffinbash".
This reissue CD is designed after the original 1992 demo release and will feature the original reversible cover artwork, taking elements from
the original layout with attention to detail, even down to the logo and typeface for a touch of nostalgia. Also included are unpublished classic
band photos, flyers and brand new liner notes from original founding member Kari Kainulainen.
Brilliantly played, intense thrash metal with amazing and completely unique vocals, giving the band a sound all it's own. Guaranteed to satisfy
all fans of technical extreme metal!
This CD will include a 16 page booklet, designed after the original 1991 New Renaissance Records release, taking elements from the original
layout with attention to detail, even down to the logo and typeface for a touch of nostalgia. Also included are classic, unpublished band photos
brand new liner notes from original founding member and vocalist Frank Sarcia.
THE ORDER OF ISRAFEL - Red Robes CD + DVD (NEW*LIM.DIGI*WITCHCRAFT*THIN LIZZY*CATHEDRAL) - 16 €
Napalm Records 2016 - LTD First Edition 6 Page Digipack & Bonus DVD (Live At Sweden Rock Festival 2015). A Heavy Doom Rock masterpiece
full of enchantment, profundity and horror!
A Heavy Doom Rock masterpiece full of enchantment, profundity and horror!
Judges and cardinals don red robes. Edgar Allen Poe enshrouded death in deepest red. And now doom metal itself proudly wears the most
sinful color of them all when Swedes The Order Of Israfel unleash their second longplayer Red Robes! The band`s first steps might have been
heavily influenced by genre icons such as Cathedral, Pentagram and Witchcraft, but the fourpiece has firmly established its very own brand of
slow-motion goodness in 2016: folk and the NWOBHM play a big role in The Order Of Israfel cosmos, but these guys also have a knack for Thin
Lizzy-isms. The result is a wondrous, mystical piece of art featuring unforgettable vocals and ten-ton riffing that will haunt you for aeons!
TYFON'S DOOM - Yeth Hound (NEW*FIN HEAVY METAL*LIM.500*NWOBHM*M.FATE*M.CHURCH) - 13 €
Gates of Hell Records 2016 - CD Limited edition of 500 copies
TYFON'S DOOM is a new one man band from Finland that already drew quite some attention with its obscure and unpolished style of
traditional Heavy Metal.
Tommi Varsala, the man behind this project, captured the original spirit of metal like only a few other bands nowadays.
Though you can hear a lot of influences in his music, such as Iron Maiden, Mercyful Fate, early Metal Church and more,
TYFON'S DOOM sounds incredibly fresh and personal.
With a brilliant songwriting, great guitar work and gritty vocal style, Tyfon's Doom recreates a feel that is hard to come across these days.
VULTURE - Victim to the Blade (NEWGER OLDSCHOOL SPEED/THRASH METAL*RANGER*IRON ANGEL) - 12 €
High Roller Records 2016 - Oldschool Speed and Thrash Metal from Germany !
For Fans of Ranger, Iron Angel, Nasty Savage, Agent Steel, early Slayer, early Exodus (Paul Baloff), Dark Angel (Don Doty) and Razor (Sheepdog).

WARGASM - UGLY (NEW*US POWER/THRASH METAL + 5 BONUS*OFFICIAL REISSUE) - 15 €
The Crypt Records 2016 - New England thrash legends WARGASM! One of the most underrated bands from the late 80's, Wargasm had a
unique sound unlike any of their peers. Often referred to as a 'Thrash Metal' band, their music does contain elements of thrash, but the band
has always viewed it's music as a hybrid of thrash, traditional metal and the NWOBHM.
Additionally, a Japanese-style OBI-Strip will be included. CD limited to 1000 copies worldwide! Stay away from BOOTLEGS! Support the band
and official releases!!
Wargasm's second album, originally released in 1993, is finally available again! It's 100% official and has been newly-remastered by guitarist
Rich Spillberg. Roaring back after their acclaimed debut, this legendary Boston band unleashes 55 minutes and 56 seconds of thrashtastic rage
on their most varied and ambitious album. Amazing riffs, outstanding songs and super-human chops guaranteed. As a bonus, this release will
include 5 previously unreleased rough mixes that provide a glimpse into the recording of this amazing album!
The CD will be designed after the original 1993 Massacre Records release, featuring the original cover artwork, taking elements from the
original layout with painstaking attention to detail, right down to the logo and typeface for an extra touch of nostalgia. Also included are
unpublished classic band photos, flyers, and other archival material, as well as new liner notes written by bassist/vocalist Bob Mayo.
WIDOW - Carved In Stone (NEW*US METAL*JUDAS PRIEST*LION*WRETCH) - 13 €
Pure Steel Records 2016 - US Metal
Five years after Life's Blood, North Carolina's beauties WIDOW present a brand-new album that will leave no one indifferent. Carved In Stone is
a fifth album released over the last thirteen years. This album marks the arrival of a new drummer, who joined the already established
singers/guitarists John E. Wooten IV and Cristof Bennett. The band still plays a wonderful mix of traditional American-rooted hard rock and fine
old-school metal. For Fans of Lion, Judas Priest, Wretch
WOLF & RAVEN - Dream Hunters (NEW*STORMSPELL*80's SYNTH WAVE*GUNSHIP*PERTUBATOR) - 10 €
Stormspell Records 2016 - 80's synthwave retro nostalgia for fans of Gunship, Perturbator, VHS Glitch, Irving Force, and everything 80s in
general
WRATHSKELLER - Eve Of The End (NEW*LIM.500*US METAL KILLER**GARGOYLE*GLACIER*D.BLEASSING) - 14 €
Arkeyn Steel Records 2016 - US Metal Killer - Limited Edition 500 Handnumbered CDs with the entire demo catalogue of Wrathskeller
Wrathskeller from Dayton, Ohio, USA delivered fine US Power Metal in the vein of Armored Saint, Metal Church, Deadly Blessing, Gargoyle and
Glacier.
"Eve of the End" including three demos (1986, 1987, 1989), one demo/audition from 1988 with Dwight Bowden (Paragon, OH, USA) on vocals
and bonus from Recording Workshop Sessions and live from 1989. From the depths of Dayton, throughout the late 1980's, Wrathskeller
cranked out a heavy stream of crushing US Power Metal. This young, hardworking band produced an extensive catalogue of original power
metal over several years of writing and recording. Remastered by Randy Davis (Shadowcast, Wrathskeller, Sartori), artwork by Cadies Art
(DragonForce, Doro).
XENOPHILE - Systematic Enslavement (NEW*US TECH/THRASH METAL*REALM*AGENT STEEL*ARCANE) - 15 €
US Private Press 2016 - Fantastic US TECH/THRASH/SPEED METAL Newcomer, Killer Riffs, powerful Vocals + high pitched Screams !
For Fans of Toxik, Realm, Arcane, Sacral Rage, Agent Steel, Vektor
ZARPA - Dispuestos Para Atacar (NEW*SPA HEAVY METAL*IRON MAIDEN*TIERRA SANTA) - 13 €
Pure Steel Records 2016 - Heavy Metal from Spain, 2016 Album, The band’s sound is pretty much old fashioned traditional heavy metal, with
no real messing about beyond that.
For Fans of Saxon, Iron maiden, Tierra Santa

BACK IN STOCK CDS
ANCIENT EMPIRE – When Empires Fall (NEW*STORMSPELL*US METAL*JAG PANZER*HELLHOUND) - 14 €
CLOVEN ALTAR - Cloven Altar (NEW*STORMSPELL*US METAL*BLADE KILLER*NIGHT DEMON) - 9 €
CRUSADER - Onward Into Battle (NEW*US METAL*OMEN*L.LORD*J.PRIEST*I.MAIDEN) - 14 €
MONUMENT - Renegades (NEW*BRITISH STEEL*JUDAS PRIEST*IRON MAIDEN*WHITE WIZZARD) - 13 €
SKELATOR - Time of the Sword Rulers (NEW*US METAL*DOMINE*MANOWAR*IRON MAIDEN) - 13 €
SKELATOR - Death to All Nations (NEW*US EPIC/SPEED METAL*SKULLVIEW*IRON MAIDEN*DOMINE) - 13 €
SKELATOR - Agents of Power (NEW*US EPIC/SPEED METAL*CIRITH UNGOL*DOMINE*IRON MAIDEN) - 13 €
STARBLIND – Darkest Horrors (NEW*STORMSPELL*SWE HEAVY METAL*AIR RAID*J.PRIEST) - 14 €

VINYL
ACCUSER - Who Dominates Who? (NEW*LIM.100 BLUE VINYL*GER THRASH METAL CLASSIC*1989) - 19 €
No Remorse Records 2016 - Limited Edition of 100 copies on blue vinyl. Originally released 1989 on Atom H !
Classic German Thrash Metal. An overdose of sharp riffs and pure Teutonic Thrash
ACCUSER - Who Dominates Who? (NEW*LIM.350 BLACK VINYL*GER THRASH METAL CLASSIC*1989) - 17 €
No Remorse Records 2016 - Limited Edition of 350 copies on BLACK vinyl. Originally released 1989 on Atom H !
Classic German Thrash Metal. An overdose of sharp riffs and pure Teutonic Thrash
ACCUSER - Experimental Errors (NEW*LIM.100 GREEN VINYL*GER THRASH METAL CLASSIC*1987) - 19 €
No Remorse Records 2016 - Limited Edition of 100 copies on green vinyl. Originally released 1987 on Atom H ! + 3 Bonus Tracks !
Classic German Thrash Metal. An overdose of sharp riffs and pure Teutonic Thrash

ACCUSER - Experimental Errors (NEW*LIM.350 BLACK VINYL*GER THRASH METAL CLASSIC*1987) - 17 €
No Remorse Records 2016 - Limited Edition of 350 copies on BLACK vinyl. Originally released 1987 on Atom H ! + 3 Bonus Tracks !
Classic German Thrash Metal. An overdose of sharp riffs and pure Teutonic Thrash
ACCUSER - The Conviction (NEW*LIM.100 RED VINYL*GER THRASH METAL CLASSIC*1987) - 19 €
No Remorse Records 2016 - Limited Edition of 100 copies on red vinyl. Originally released 1987 on Atom H !
Classic German Thrash Metal. An overdose of sharp riffs and pure Teutonic Thrash
ACCUSER - The Conviction (NEW*LIM.350 BLACK VINYL*GER THRASH METAL CLASSIC*1987) - 17 €
No Remorse Records 2016 - Limited Edition of 350 copies on BLACK vinyl. Originally released 1987 on Atom H !
Classic German Thrash Metal. An overdose of sharp riffs and pure Teutonic Thrash
ACCUSER - Double Talk (NEW*LIM. 100 BLUE VINYL + POSTER*GER THRASH METAL CLASSIC) – 19 €
No Remorse Records 2016 - Classic German Thrash Metal. An overdose of sharp riffs and pure Teutonic Thrash
Ltd Edition 100 copies blue vinyl, + poster.
ACCUSER - Double Talk (NEW*LIM.350 BLACK VINYL + POSTER*GER TRHASH METAL CLASSIC) – 17 €
No Remorse Records 2016 - Classic German Thrash Metal. An overdose of sharp riffs and pure Teutonic Thrash
Ltd Edition 350 Black Vinyl + Poster.
ACCUSER - Repent (NEW*LIM.100 CLEAR VINYL*GER THRASH METAL CLASSIC) – 19 €
No Remorse Records 2016 - Classic German Thrash Metal. An overdose of sharp riffs and pure Teutonic Thrash
Ltd Edition 100 copies clear vinyl.
ACCUSER - Repent (NEW*LIM.350 BLACK VINYL*GER THRASH METAL CLASSIC) – 17 €
No Remorse Records 2016 - Classic German Thrash Metal. An overdose of sharp riffs and pure Teutonic Thrash
Ltd Edition 350 Copies in BLACK vinyl.
– City Animal (NEW*LIM.300 BLACK V.*SWE PRIVATE*HEAVY ROCK*BLUES PILLS) – 8 €
SWE Private Press / Grove Mishandle 2015 - Lim. Ed. of 300 copies in Black Vinyl ! Heavy Rock from SWE with awsome female vocals !
For Fans of Blues Pills, JATAO, Wucan
BLIZZEN - Genesis Reversed (NEW*LIM.200 BLACK V.*GER SPEED/HEAVY METAL*SKULLFIST) - 15 €
High Roller Records 2016 - Limited Edition of 200 Copies in Black vinyl, lyric sheet
DEBUT Album after their great EP in 2015 ! The next big thing from Germany ! Killer Speed/Power Metal in the NWOGHM way with great
Vocals, powerful Songs and screaming guitars !!! Totally focussed in the 80's + NWOBHM ! For Fans of Stallion, Skull Fist, Striker, Enforcer !
CANDLEMASS - Death Thy Lover (NEW*LIM.BLACK VINYL*GATEFOLD*EPIC DOOM METAL) - 14 €
Napalm Records 2016 - Strictly Limited Gatefold in BLACKVinyl. 4 brand new tracks!
CANDLEMASS are back to celebrate 30 years of Doom with a brand new EP! The special anniversary release named Death Thy Lover features
four studiotracks with Mats Levén on vocals. The band is also happy to announce that Mats Levén, who's a longtime friend of the band, is now
the permanent singer for the Swedish Doom Metal Squad. Epic riffs meet monumental parts of heavy metal! 3 decades of Epic Doom Metal, 3
decades of CANDLEMASS: Tons of Epic Doom Metal awaits, even for the next decades & generations!
CONTROL - Hellraiser (NEW*LIM.300 BLACK V.*US HARD ROCK*RUFFIANS/L.ROCKIT MEMB.) - 15 €
Vinyl Got Soul Records 2016 - Limited black vinyl, ltd 300, handnumbered, insert!
US Hard Rock with Michael Coons (LAAZ ROCKIT) + Craig Behrhorst (RUFFIANS)
DARK QUARTERER - Symbols DLP (NEW*LIM.350 BLACK VINYL*PROG METAL*ADRAMELCH) - 22 €
Cruz del Sur Records 2016 - Limited Edition of 350 Copies in Black Vinyl - completely remastered and with the addition of a bonus track "Devil
Stroke" that brings this mammoth-release to a length of over 80 minutes! Epic/Prog Metal Masterpeace
For fans of ADRAMELCH, MANILLA ROAD, THUNDER RIDER, SLOUGH FEG, as well as Italian prog rock bands like THE TRIP or GOBLIN.
DENNER / SHERMAN - Masters of Evil (NEW*LIM.800 MUSTARD VINYL*MERCYFUL FATE/CAGE) - 18 €
Metal Blade Records 2016 - Limited Edition 800 in MUSTARD Vinyl + Poster
Killer Heavy Metal in the vein of MERCYFUL FATE with the legendary Guitar Duo Michael Denner + Hank Shermann (EX - Mercyful Fate) +
CAGE - vocalist Sean Peck !
DENNER / SHERMAN - Masters of Evil (NEW*LIM.180gr. BLACK VINYL*MERCYFUL FATE/CAGE) - 17 €
Metal Blade Records 2016 - Limited Edition 180gr. BLACK Vinyl + Poster
Killer Heavy Metal in the vein of MERCYFUL FATE with the legendary Guitar Duo Michael Denner + Hank Shermann (EX - Mercyful Fate) +
CAGE - vocalist Sean Peck !
DESTRUCTOR - Back In Bondage LP + 7" (LIM.300 BLACK VINYL*US SPEED METAL) - 17 €
Pure Steel Records 2016 - US Speed/Thrash Metal, 2016 Album on Black 12" + 7" vinyl, insert
US Speed Metal, finally their long lost 2nd Album official released - US Metal at its best for Fans of Jag Panzer, Metal Church, Liege Lord
DEXTER WARD - RENDEZVOUS WITH DESTINY (DELUXE EDITION WOODEN BOX SET. LTD 50 COPIES NUMB.) - 66 €
No Remorse Records 2016 - Deluxe Wooden Box Set Ltd edition of 50 copies including:

"Rendezvous With Destiny" CD edition
"Rendezvous With Destiny" t-shirt
Dexter Ward bottle of wine
Dexter Ward wine glass
Second album from one of the best heavy metal bands from Greece, featuring ex-members of BATTLEROAR.
DEXTER WARD were formed in 2009 and they have released "Antarctic Dream" 12" EP (2010), "Neon Lights" CD (2011), 'Stars & Stripes 7"
single (2013) and a split 12" with BLACK SOUL HORDE (2015).
Over the years, they have shared the stage with bands like CRIMSON GLORY, MANILLA ROAD, WARLORD and many others.
Dexter Ward line-up is Mark J. Dexter (vocals), Manolis Karazeris (rhythm guitars), Akis Pastras (lead guitars), John Luna Tsimas (bass), Stelios
Darakis (drums).
Highly recommended for fans of IRON MAIDEN and US Metal.
DUST BOLT - Mass Confusion (NEW*LIM.BLACK VINYL*GER THRASH METAL*BAY AREA) – 16 €
Napalm Records 2016 - Limited Edition in Black Vinyl, Gatefold Cover !
New masterpiece by the German Thrash Metal forcein the Bay Area Way ! A true neck-breaking circle pit soundtrack!
It's only been five years since Southern Germans Dust Bolt won the W:O:A Metal Battle 2011 – five years the band used to transform themselves from hot
newcomers into national thrash heroes with their debut Violent Demolition! These Bay Area aficionados are ready to drop their third full length in shape of Mass
Confusion now, and relentless touring plus constant fine-tuning of the typical Dust Bolt sound have finally paid off: the old school songwriting is focused and free
of ballast weight, yet despite all the rage and aggression there is still plenty of breathing space for melodic guitar work, gang shouts and ten ton grooves.

EXORCIST - Nightmare Theatre (NEW*LIM.400 BLACK V.*WITCHERY*VENOM*PILEDRIVER) - 17 €
High Roller Records 2016 - Limited Edition of 400 Copies in Black vinyl, 425gsm heavy cardboard cover, insert, poster, bonus track
Legendary Virgin Steele singer David DeFeis confirmed that he not only handled the mix of the record but was also responsible for the entire
concept and of course the lead vocals. However, in the underground metal scene of the day, »Nightmare Theatre« had already become a cult
album shortly after its original release in 1986.
For Fans of Venom, Bathory, Witchery, Slayer, Metallica, Exciter, Piledriver, Possessed and early Death.
EXORCIST - Nightmare Theatre (NEW*LIM.500 RED V.*WITCHERY*VENOM*PILEDRIVER) - 17 €
High Roller Records 2016 - Limited Edition of 500 Copies in transparent red vinyl, 425gsm heavy cardboard cover, insert, poster, bonus track
HYDRA VEIN - Rather Death than False of Faith / The Reptilliad 25th Anniversary LIM. 200 BLACK DLP - 26 €
The CRYPT 2014 - Limited Edition of 200 Copies in Black Vinyl DLP
After 25 years, one of the greatest thrash albums from the 80's. Hydra Vein was formed in the spring of 1987 featuring ex-Deathwish
members, brothers Damon and Nathan Maddison. Being hailed as the UK's answer to Slayer and receiving universally positive reviews in the
metal press, Hydra Vein yet did not gain the exposure that they deserved.
Limited to 500 copies, this amazing piece of history will be presented as a double LP set (200 on classic black wax), mastered from the original
analog source files. The LPs will be housed in a in a 350 gram gatefold jacket and will feature the original cover artwork, classic band photos,
flyers, ads, new liner notes from the band.
Also included in this set for the first time ever on wax is the band's classic 1987 demo, "The Reptilliad". Take the world beneath you in the
grasp of the iron fist!
I.N.C. - Razorback (NEW*LIM.175 DLP BLACK VINYL*US THRASH METAL CLASSIC) - 27 €
The Crypt Records 2016 - I.N.C. (INDESTRUCTIBLE NOISE COMMAND) (USA) Razorback Official double LP (DARK 74)
This Double LP set comes housed in a 350 gram, gatefold jacket. 175 copies on black vinyl.
We are very proud to announce our cooperation with legendary 80's thrash metal act I.N.C. (INDESTRUCTIBLE NOISE COMMAND) to reissue
their first two ripping classic albums from the late 80's, "Razorback" and "The Visitor". Very underrated and never receiving the attention they
truly deserved, it is an honor for us to work with this amazing band having been long time fans since the 80s. Described by the band
themselves as angry, resentful, aggressive, violent, and vicious thrash, we couldn't have said it better!!!
First up, the band's crushing debut "Razorback"! This LP is designed after the original 1988 Giant Records release, taking elements from the
original layout with attention to detail, even down to the logo and typeface for a touch of nostalgia. Also included are brand new liner notes
from original band members Erik Barath, Dennis Gergely and Tony Fabrizi as well as old flyers and rare, unpublished classic band photos
I.N.C. - Razorback (NEW*LIM.175 DLP ORANGE VINYL*US THRASH METAL CLASSIC) - 27 €
The Crypt Records 2016 - I.N.C. (INDESTRUCTIBLE NOISE COMMAND) (USA) Razorback Official double LP (DARK 74)
This Double LP set comes housed in a 350 gram, gatefold jacket. 175 copies on orange vinyl.
We are very proud to announce our cooperation with legendary 80's thrash metal act I.N.C. (INDESTRUCTIBLE NOISE COMMAND) to reissue
their first two ripping classic albums from the late 80's, "Razorback" and "The Visitor". Very underrated and never receiving the attention they
truly deserved, it is an honor for us to work with this amazing band having been long time fans since the 80s. Described by the band
themselves as angry, resentful, aggressive, violent, and vicious thrash, we couldn't have said it better!!!
First up, the band's crushing debut "Razorback"! This LP is designed after the original 1988 Giant Records release, taking elements from the
original layout with attention to detail, even down to the logo and typeface for a touch of nostalgia. Also included are brand new liner notes
from original band members Erik Barath, Dennis Gergely and Tony Fabrizi as well as old flyers and rare, unpublished classic band photos
MANILLA ROAD - Underground (NEW*LIM.ED.500 BLACK VINYL*US EPIC METAL 1979) - 15 €
High Roller Records 2016 - Limited Edition 400 x bone, 500, black vinyl, 425gsm heavy cardboard cover, cardboard insert - this is a Black Vinyl
Copy
The mini-album »Underground«, issued via High Roller Records, marks Manilla Road's first trip into a professional recording studio. The
»Underground« demo contained the three songs "Far Side Of The Sun", "Manilla Road" and "Hermann Hill". Those were originally recorded
way back in 1979 (even before »Invasion«). The fourth song "Flakes Of Time" has been added from a rehearsal tape.

Manilla Road are a legend in their own right. The band that time forgot! Without the shadow of a doubt one of the most innovative American
metal bands of all time. In the late 1970's, Manilla Road practically single-handedly invented what is today called Epic Metal.
Hailed as US Metal pioneers (their debut album »Invasion« was released on their own Roadster label in 1980), the band from Wichita (Kansas)
has set the trend for the current renaissance of Epic Power Metal (despite being at best ignored and at worst derided by mainstream metal
magazines around the globe for some 25 odd years).
MANILLA ROAD - Underground (NEW*LIM.ED.400 BONE VINYL*US EPIC METAL 1979) - 16 €
High Roller Records 2016 - Limited Edition 400 x bone, 500, black vinyl, 425gsm heavy cardboard cover, cardboard insert - this is a BoneVinyl
Copy
MANILLA ROAD - Dreams of Eschaton (NEW*LIM.DLP 400 SILVER VINYL*US EPIC METAL 1981) - 21 €
High Roller Records 2016 - Limited Edition DLP 400 x silver + 500 x black vinyl, gatefold cover, cardboard insert - this is a silver Vinyl copy
1981 Manilla Road had recorded another album which was supposed to be following the release of »Invasion«. The long lost Manilla Road
album called »Dreams Of Eschaton«, now issued in its original form by High Roller Records. The material has been carefully restored and
remastered by Patrick W. Engel at his Temple Of Disharmony.
Mark Shelton - 6 & 12 String Guitars, Vocals (lead) Scott Park - Bass Rick Fisher - Drums, Percussion, Vocals (backing)
MANILLA ROAD - Dreams of Eschaton (NEW*LIM.500 BLACK V. DLP*US EPIC METAL 1981) - 20 €
High Roller Records 2016 - Limited Edition DLP 400 x silver + 500 x black vinyl, gatefold cover, cardboard insert - this is a Black Vinyl copy
MAUSOLEUM GATE - Metal And The Might 7" (NEW*LIM.BLACK V.*OBSCURE HEAVY METAL*WARLORD) - 8 €
Cruz del Sur Records 2016 - Limited Edition 7" in Black Vinyl
With an unusual offering which incorporates elements of late 70s proto-metal and a genuine, breathtaking affiliation to the spirit of the
NWOBHM, MAUSOLEUM GATE has soon raised to the status of cult-band, a condition which brought them to play prestigious German Keep It
True festival in 2015.
"Metal and the Might" is MAUSOLEUM GATE's new release, two new songs to please all their fans and keep the flame alive. Reflecting once
more the eccentricity uniqueness of these Finnish guys, the title track is a straight in your face metal offer, as was "Mercenaries of Steel" on
their debut album. B side is occupied for over 6-minute by the fantastic "Demon Soul", echoing more of their progressive quintessence. For
Fans of Warlord, Relic, Cirith Ungol, Brocas Helm, Iron Maiden, Virtue, Cloven Hoof, Scorpions, Uriah Heep
MILLENNIUM - CAUGHT IN A WARZONE (NEW*LIM.100 RED VINYL*NWOBHM*BLITZKRIEG) - 19 €
No Remorse Records 2016 - Transparent red vinyl, limited to 100 copies.
- Pre-Order, Sending out Time: 09.07.2016 !
Having received great reviews for the debut album (that now is considered among the classic post-NWOBHM releases) Millennium quickly set
about writing and recording new songs. The demo songs for the second album were recorded over three different sessions during 1985 and
the line-up was Mark Duffy (vocals), Mike Muskett (guitar), Pete McArdle (guitar), Dave Price (bass), Steve Mennell (drums) and Dave Hardy
that replaced Pete McArdle on guitar on the last recording session.
Unfortunately, Millennium didn't secure a record deal for another release and these recordings were locked in a closet for the last 30 years...
until now.
This, their 2nd album is still better than their absolute great Debut Album ! Better Riffs, more Metal, better melodies - A real must have !
For Fans of Blitzkrieg, Ostrogoth, Saxon, Tygers of Pan Tang
MILLENNIUM - CAUGHT IN A WARZONE (NEW*LIM.400 BLACK VINYL*NWOBHM*BLITZKRIEG) - 17 €
No Remorse Records 2016 - BLACK vinyl, limited to 400 copies.
- Pre-Order, Sending out Time: 09.07.2016 !
Having received great reviews for the debut album (that now is considered among the classic post-NWOBHM releases) Millennium quickly set
about writing and recording new songs. The demo songs for the second album were recorded over three different sessions during 1985 and
the line-up was Mark Duffy (vocals), Mike Muskett (guitar), Pete McArdle (guitar), Dave Price (bass), Steve Mennell (drums) and Dave Hardy
that replaced Pete McArdle on guitar on the last recording session.
Unfortunately, Millennium didn't secure a record deal for another release and these recordings were locked in a closet for the last 30 years...
until now.
This, their 2nd album is still better than their absolute great Debut Album ! Better Riffs, more Metal, better melodies - A real must have !
For Fans of Blitzkrieg, Ostrogoth, Saxon, Tygers of Pan Tang
NERVOSA - Agony (NEW*LIM.BLACK VINYL*ALL FEMALE BRA THRASH METAL*SLAYER*KREATOR) - 17 €
Napalm Records 2016 - Limited BLACK Vinyl incl. Bonus Track. 2nd Full-Length Album from the Brazilian All Female Thrash Metal Band.
Brazil`s meanest power trio has returned: Nervosa indulge in relentlessly raw all-female thrash metal on their second studio album Agony that
almost effortlessly merges the energy of the glorious 80s with the refined aggression of this millennium. Played even more on point and
precise than debut Victim of yourself (2014), it definitely enriches the Nervosa sound having transferred the production to the USA: the South
American riff tornado is in flawless shape! Nods to Kreator, Slayer etc really are just the tip of the iceberg here, and the Brazilian squad
continues to drag its fans down into a malicious maelstrom full of old school darkness.
PARALEX - Key to a Thousand Doors (LIM.400 BLACK VINYL*NWOBHM*LP+CD+SHIRT+PATCH) – 18 €
No Remorse Records 2016 - PARALEX, formed in late 1977, is one of the most cult bands of the New Wave of British Heavy Metal movement.
Limited edition of 400 copies on BLACK vinyl. Comes with 4 pages insert
For Fans of Tygers of Pan Tang, Bleak House, Jaguar, Praying Mantis, Def Leppard
PARALEX, formed in late 1977, is one of the most cult bands of the New Wave of British Heavy Metal movement.
“… a dynamic pair of duelling leads who manage to combine power with true invention” - Paul Suter, Sounds (June 1980)
“… rivetting with a motorized riff that induces an all-out fit of headbanging frenzy” - Malcom Dome, Record Mirror (June 1980)

PARALEX - Key to a Thousand Doors (LIM.100 SPLATTER VINYL*NWOBHM*LP+CD+SHIRT+PATCH) – 20 €
No Remorse Records 2016 - PARALEX, formed in late 1977, is one of the most cult bands of the New Wave of British Heavy Metal movement.
Limited edition of 100 copies on milky clear / black splatter vinyl. Comes with 4 pages insert
For Fans of Tygers of Pan Tang, Bleak House, Jaguar, Praying Mantis, Def Leppard
PARALEX, formed in late 1977, is one of the most cult bands of the New Wave of British Heavy Metal movement.
“… a dynamic pair of duelling leads who manage to combine power with true invention” - Paul Suter, Sounds (June 1980)
“… rivetting with a motorized riff that induces an all-out fit of headbanging frenzy” - Malcom Dome, Record Mirror (June 1980)
PARALEX - Key to a Thousand Doors Box Set (LIM.100 WOOD BOX*NWOBHM*LP+CD+SHIRT+PATCH) – 80 €
No Remorse Records 2016 - PARALEX, formed in late 1977, is one of the most cult bands of the New Wave of British Heavy Metal movement.
For Fans of Tygers of Pan Tang, Bleak House, Jaguar, Praying Mantis, Def Leppard
Box Set edition limited to 100 hand numbered copies!
Box includes:
Key To A Thousand Doors LP version on milky clear vinyl, including 4 pages insert
Key To A Thousand Doors CD/DVD version
Paralex T-Shirt
Paralex Patch
A dynamic pair of duelling leads who manage to combine power with true invention" - Paul Suter, Sounds (June 1980), "Rivetting with a
motorized riff that induces an all-out fit of headbanging frenzy" - Malcom Dome, Record Mirror (June 1980)
PERCUTOR - Marginados 10” + D (
* M.500
V Y * P P DM
* V GD
) - 14 €
Discosmecagoendios Records 2016 - Limited Edition Black Vinyl 10", 500 copies + Extra CD + Insert !
Band coming from Madrid, Spain. Some of their members are South American people living in Madrid.
Expect crude heavy speed metal in the vein of V8, Evil Killer, Exciter, Razor, Baron Rojo, Slayer - Show no mercy and Living Death
4 new tracks with excellent sound, fast and heavy as hell.
PRAYING MANTIS - Sanctuary DLP (NEW*LIM. 300 COPIES. GATEFOLD +BONUS TRACK*BLACK V.*NWOBHM) - 27 €
No Remorse Records 2016 - NWOBHM - 8th Album from 2009 - Available for first time on vinyl format. Limited Edition of 300 copies, Gatefold
cover, double black vinyl set with fourth side etched + BONUS Track ! Hurry up - these copies will soon be sold out !
PRAYING MANTIS - Legacy DLP (NEW*LIM. 300 COPIES. GATEFOLD*BLACK VINYL*NWOBHM) - 27 €
No Remorse Records 2016 - NWOBHM - 9th Album from 2015 - Available for first time on vinyl format.
Limited Edition of 300 copies, Gatefold cover, double black vinyl set with fourth side etched. Hurry up - these copies will soon be sold out !
REBELLION - And The Battle Begins... (NEW*LIM.150 BLACK VINYL*KILLER US METAL*WARLORD*CRIMSON GLORY) - 18 €
Cult Metal Classic Records 2016 - US Metal Masterpiece from 1991 - This LP edition, comes with black vinyl, including biography, photos and
lyrics!
Limited to 150 copies. For Fans of Warlord, Liege Lord, Syris, Omen, Solar Eagle, Crimson Glory, early Queensryche, Iron Maiden
Until 2014 (year of the CD release), the hard to find masterpiece "And The Battle Begins..." album by the U.S. epic/power metal masters
REBELLION, was only available on cassette format, released back in 1991. Thanks to the keyboard player and main song writer of the band,
Chris St. Pierre, the master DAT tape was located and the album was digitally processed and remastered, featuring killer sound!
Get ready for the ultimate epic metal journey..... Some of the greatest songs ever written by a U.S. band. It's time for REBELLION to lay claim to
their throne. HAIL!!!
REBELLION - And The Battle Begins... (NEW*LIM.150 RED VINYL*KILLER US METAL*WARLORD*CRIMSON GLORY) - 18 €
Cult Metal Classic Records 2016 - US Metal Masterpiece from 1991 - This LP edition, comes with RED vinyl, including biography, photos and
lyrics!
Limited to 150 copies. For Fans of Warlord, Liege Lord, Syris, Omen, Solar Eagle, Crimson Glory, early Queensryche, Iron Maiden
Until 2014 (year of the CD release), the hard to find masterpiece "And The Battle Begins..." album by the U.S. epic/power metal masters
REBELLION, was only available on cassette format, released back in 1991. Thanks to the keyboard player and main song writer of the band,
Chris St. Pierre, the master DAT tape was located and the album was digitally processed and remastered, featuring killer sound!
Get ready for the ultimate epic metal journey..... Some of the greatest songs ever written by a U.S. band. It's time for REBELLION to lay claim to
their throne. HAIL!!!
RESISTANCE - Volume I - Battle Scars (NEW*US METAL*PRIVATE*JAG PANZER*ARTIZAN) - 15 €
No Remorse Records 2016 - BLACK vinyl, Limited to 350 copies
- Pre-Order, Sending out Time: 09.07.2016 !
US Power Metal with some killer Thrash Riffing !
Classic metal sounds with some epic screams right from the start that takes you back to the golden era of great metal. These guys have put
together 6 tracks of old school glory. Big smash-your-face-in riffs with noodling, underlying leads soaring and diving into heavy metal heaven.
Unique, but non abrasive, vocals are another element that cannot be missed.
For Fans of Jag Panzer, Metal Church, Iron Maiden, Artizan, Iced Earth
Produced by Bill Metoyer
OVERTHROW - Within Suffering / Bodily Domination (NEW*LIM.150 DLP BLACK VINYL*CAN TECH/THRASH METAL) - 27 €
The Crypt Records 2016 - OVERTHROW (Can) Within Suffering / Bodily Domination Official DLP (CRYPT 76)
This Double LP set comes housed in a 350 gram, gatefold jacket. 150 copies on black vinyl.

Release for the first time ever on vinyl, the debut album "Within Suffering" from the legendary Canadian technical Thrash / Death Metal act
OVERTHROW. Originally released in 1990 through Epidemic records, this obscure, long out of print early 90s technical thrash metal album was
one of the best Thrash / Death Metal albums released back then, being a pure aggression symphony.
This amazing legendary release will feature the original 1990 master recording and original cover artwork as well as unpublished band photos
and new liner notes. Expect the usual CRYPT standards! As a bonus we will include the band's classic Bodily Domination" demo on a second LP.
OVERTHROW - Within Suffering / Bodily Domination (NEW*LIM.175 DLP YELLOW VINYL*CAN TECH/THRASH METAL) - 27 €
The Crypt Records 2016 - OVERTHROW (Can) Within Suffering / Bodily Domination Official DLP (CRYPT 76)
This Double LP set comes housed in a 350 gram, gatefold jacket. 175 copies on yellow vinyl.
Release for the first time ever on vinyl, the debut album "Within Suffering" from the legendary Canadian technical Thrash / Death Metal act
OVERTHROW. Originally released in 1990 through Epidemic records, this obscure, long out of print early 90s technical thrash metal album was
one of the best Thrash / Death Metal albums released back then, being a pure aggression symphony.
This amazing legendary release will feature the original 1990 master recording and original cover artwork as well as unpublished band photos
and new liner notes. Expect the usual CRYPT standards! As a bonus we will include the band's classic Bodily Domination" demo on a second LP.
THE ORDER OF ISRAFEL - Red Robes DLP + DVD (NEW*LIM.BLACK V.*WITCHCRAFT*THIN LIZZY) - 22 €
Napalm Records 2016 - Limited Edition BLACK 180g 2-Vinyl incl. Bonus Track + Bonus DVD (Live At Sweden Rock Festival 2015)
A Heavy Doom Rock masterpiece full of enchantment, profundity and horror!
Judges and cardinals don red robes. Edgar Allen Poe enshrouded death in deepest red. And now doom metal itself proudly wears the most
sinful color of them all when Swedes The Order Of Israfel unleash their second longplayer Red Robes! The band`s first steps might have been
heavily influenced by genre icons such as Cathedral, Pentagram and Witchcraft, but the fourpiece has firmly established its very own brand of
slow-motion goodness in 2016: folk and the NWOBHM play a big role in The Order Of Israfel cosmos, but these guys also have a knack for Thin
Lizzy-isms. The result is a wondrous, mystical piece of art featuring unforgettable vocals and ten-ton riffing that will haunt you for aeons!
TRANSILVANIA / KAFIRUN - 7" Split EP (NEW*LIM.500 BLACK V.*BLACK/THRASH METAL KILLER) – 9 €
Destruktion Records 2016 - Ancient Blackened Metal Spirit!
An exclusive Split-Release of Austrias Blackened Thrash Metal Horde "Transilvania" & the canadian Black Metal Beasts "Kafirun" to unleash the
ancient forces of darkness and evil! (WITHOUT using damn Keyboards!!!)
Traditional Black Vinyl! Limited on 500 hand-numbered copies, only! Incl. Insert-sheet! Artwork by: Karmazid
Transilvania delievers a brand new hymn of pure blackened Thrash Metal with cold melodies (in the vein of Godkiller, Dissection, Triumphant
and early ABSU) and a dark, medieval atmosphere of forgotten ancient times! Next to their brothers "Triumphant" & "Kringa", one of the
most outstanding Metal Acts from Austria!
Kafirun: Every soul shall taste death! One of the very few real and pure Black Metal Bands from Canada (...and the rest of the world)!
In the sea of all these fukked up self-titled "Black Metal Underground"-Hipsters, Kafirun are definitely one of those who deserve to be named
as the one, who stands above all this scum and follows the traditional path of the glorification of death! Unleash the Chaos!!! *This Split-EP is
highly recommended for any fan of real dark and evil metal, cold and atmospheric as it used to be in the very early 90s!! (This is no trendy
"ritual,/occult"-shit!! Only pure Ancient Metal Spirit, eternally!)*
TYFON'S DOOM - Yeth Hound (NEW*LIM.300 BLACK VINYL*NWOBHM*M.FATE*M.CHURCH) - 16 €
Gates of Hell Records 2016 - Limited edition of 300 copies hand-numbered on Black VINYL !
TYFON'S DOOM is a new one man band from Finland that already drew quite some attention with its obscure and unpolished style of
traditional Heavy Metal.
Tommi Varsala, the man behind this project, captured the original spirit of metal like only a few other bands nowadays.
Though you can hear a lot of influences in his music, such as Iron Maiden, Mercyful Fate, early Metal Church and more,
TYFON'S DOOM sounds incredibly fresh and personal.
With a brilliant songwriting, great guitar work and gritty vocal style, Tyfon's Doom recreates a feel that is hard to come across these days.
SUNS OF THYME - Cascades (NEW*LIM. DLP BLACK VINYL*SPACE ROCK*KING CRIMSON) - 20 €
Napalm Records 2016 - Limited BLACK 180g 2-Vinyl Gatefold incl. Bonus Track.
Berlin based Krautgaze brimming with melancholia while casting off genre clichés with a grin and an artfully nostalgic twist.
It is hard to imagine that something called Krautgaze could grow up in any other place than Berlin. In its glittering darkness, the city is a perfect
breeding ground for a band like Suns of Thyme: The five-piece (masterfully) crashes together space rock, shoegaze, psych, death rock, and
Velvet Underground on its (forthcoming) sophomore album Cascades. This ode to freethought is brimming with melancholy and a nonchalant
greatness that will (comfortably) settle in behind your eyes - Suns of Thyme casts off genre clichés with a grin and an artfully nostalgic twist.
VATICAN - Metalmorphosis (NEW*LIM.150 BLACK VINYL*KILLER US METAL*ARCANE*LIEGE LORD) - 18 €
Cult Metal Classic Records 2016 - Comes with black vinyl, including biography, photos and lyrics! Limited to 150 copies.
Killer US Metal with unbelievable great high pitched Vocals ! For Fans of Zions Abyss, Arcane, Liege Lord, Forte, Apostle
Hailing from Ohio, VATICN were formed in the mid-80s and they were one of the greatest US metal bands that never released anything on CD
& LP. They released 3 fantastic demos in the late 80s/early 90s, that through the years have gained a cult status among metal fans! This LP
edition comes with a completely new cover artwork, contains 13 songs of the band, recorded in the 80s, most of which can be considered as
timeless classics.
VATICAN - Metalmorphosis (NEW*LIM.150 YELLOW VINYL*KILLER US METAL*ARCANE*LIEGE LORD) - 18 €
Cult Metal Classic Records 2016 - Comes with YELLOW vinyl, including biography, photos and lyrics! Limited to 150 copies.
Killer US Metal with unbelievable great high pitched Vocals ! For Fans of Zions Abyss, Arcane, Liege Lord, Forte, Apostle
Hailing from Ohio, VATICAN were formed in the mid-80s and they were one of the greatest US metal bands that never released anything on CD
& LP. They released 3 fantastic demos in the late 80s/early 90s, that through the years have gained a cult status among metal fans! This LP

edition comes with a completely new cover artwork, contains 13 songs of the band, recorded in the 80s, most of which can be considered as
timeless classics.
VULTURE - Victim to the Blade (NEW*LIM.250 BLACK VINYL*GER SPEED METAL*RANGER*IRON ANGEL) - 14 €
High Roller Records 2016 - Limited 250 x black vinyl, high glood cardboard cover, insert
Oldschool Speed and Thrash Metal from Germany !
For Fans of Ranger, Iron Angel, Nasty Savage, Agent Steel, early Slayer, early Exodus (Paul Baloff), Dark Angel (Don Doty) and Razor (Sheepdog).
WARGASM - Why Play Around? (NEW*LIM. 175 BLACK V.*US POWER/THRASH METAL CLASSIC) - 22 €
The CRYPT 2016 - Limited Edition of 175 copies in Black Vinyl
US Thrash legends WARGASM! One of the most underrated bands from the late 80's, Wargasm had a unique sound unlike any of their peers.
Often referred to as a 'Thrash Metal' band, and their music does contain elements of thrash, but the band has always viewed its music as a
hybrid of thrash, traditional metal and the NWOBHM.
The band recorded their debut album, “Why Play Around” on PROFILE records in 1987. Due to personnel changes within their label's
management, the album was not released until 1988, and never got the promotion it deserved. We hope to change this now with this amazing
reissue LP.
Presented in a glossy gatefold jacket, this amazing vinyl is designed after the original 1988 Profile release, featuring original cover artwork,
taking elements from the original layout with attention to detail, even down to the logo and typeface for a touch of nostalgia. Also included
are tons of unpublished classic band photos, flyers and brand new liner notes from original founding member Bob Mayo.
Additionally, lyric insert / album cover mini poster will be included.

BACK IN STOCK VINYL
BLACK WIDOW - Sacrifice (NEW*LIM.BLACK VINYL*REMASTERED*REPERTOIRE REC.*J.TULL*B.SABBATH) – 36 €

DARK TRAN UILITY – Where Death Is Most Alive 3 LP(NEW*LIM.350*BLACK VINYL*SWE DEATH METAL) – 24 €
ENCYRCLE - Same (LIM.100 MARBLED VINYL*SPEED METAL KILLER*SAVAGE GRACE*RANGER*ENFORCER) - 19 €
ENCYRCLE - Same (LIM.400 BLACK VINYL*SPEED METAL KILLER*SAVAGE GRACE*RANGER*ENFORCER) - 17 €
FATES WARNING - Night on Bröcken (NEW*LIM.180gr BLACK VINYL + POSTER*US METAL) - 17 €
FATES WARNING - Awaken the Guardian (NEW*LIM.180gr BLACK VINYL + POSTER*US METAL) - 17 €
HELSTAR - Burning Star (NEW*LIM.350 BLACK VINYL*TEXAS METAL CLASSIC) – 15 €
JUDAS PRIEST - Sad Wings of Destiny (NEW*HEAVY METAL CLASSIC*LIM. REPERTOIRE REC. 180gr.+REM.) – 25 €
JUDAS PRIEST - Rocka Rolla (NEW*HEAVY METAL CLASSIC*LIM. REPERTOIRE REC. 180gr.+REMASTERED) – 25 €

LIMBONIC ART - Ad Noctem: Dynasty of Death DLP (NEW*LIM.400 BLACK VINYL*NOR BLACK METAL) – 16 €
RAM - Lightbringer (NEW*LIM.250 BLACK VINYL*SWE HEAVY METAL CLASSIC*JUDAS PRIEST) – 15 €
RAM - Forced Entry (NEW*LIM.250 BLACK VINYL*SWE HEAVY METAL CLASSIC*JUDAS PRIEST) – 15 €
SOLSTICE (US) - Pray (NEW*LIM.200 RED VINYL*US THRASH METAL CLASSIC*EXHORDER) – 16 €
SOLSTICE (US) - Pray (NEW*LIM.300 BLACK VINYL*US THRASH METAL CLASSIC*DEMOLITION HAMMER) – 15 €
UFO - 1 (NEW*LIM.180gr. BLACK VINYL*REPERTOIRE REC. REMASTERED*HARD ROCK CLASSIC) – 25 €
UFO - 2 - Flying - One Hour Space Rock (NEW*LIM.180gr. BLACK VINYL*REPERTOIRE REC. REMASTERED*HARD ROCK CLASSIC) – 25 €
UFO - Live (NEW*LIM.180gr. BLACK VINYL*REPERTOIRE REC. REMASTERED*HARD ROCK CLASSIC) – 26 €

UNLEASHED - The Utter Dark / Revenge (NEW*LIM.350 WHITE VINYL+POSTER*SWE DEATH METAL*DEMOS) – 16 €
UNLEASHED - The Utter Dark / Revenge (NEW*LIM.650 BLACK VINYL+POSTER*SWE DEATH METAL*DEMOS) – 15 €
WARHORSE – Warhorse (NEW*LIM.BLACK V.*180gr.*REPERTOIRE REC.*DEEP PURPLE*1970) – 36 €
WARHORSE - Red Sea (NEW*LIM.BLACK V.*180gr.*REPERTOIRE REC.*DEEP PURPLE*1972) – 36 €

TAPES
BLACK VIPER - Storming With Vengeance TAPE (NEW*LIM.200*SPEED METAL*AGENT STEEL*LIEGE LORD) - 9 €
Heavy Chains Records 2016 - Limited Edition of 200 copies TAPE - Rampaging speed metal attack from Norway following in the footsteps of
Omen, White Hornet, Agent Steel, Liege Lord!
ICE WAR - Reverence of Gold TAPE (NEW*LIM.200*CAN METAL/NWOBHM*IRON DOGS) - 9 €
Heavy Chains Records 2016 - Limited Edition of 200 copies TAPE - Latest release from Canada's rough n ready epic metal one man army! EX Iron Dogs !
ICE WAR aesthetically exist in that turn-of-the-'80s realm where the New Wave of British Heavy Metal was in full stride and the American HM
scene was coalescing before speed metal and thrash took over the rest of the decade.
ROAD WARRIOR – Ignition Tape (NEW*LIM.ED.TAPE*AUSTR.POWER METAL*I.MAIDEN) – 7 €
HMH Records / Heavy Chains Records 2016 - Australian heavy/power Metal!
For Fans of early Iron Maiden, Dungeon, Running Wild
From the ashes of a ruined world, Road Warrior, the ultimate power-mad metal predator, awaits it’s turn to burn it’s trail across the heavy metal landscape.
Road Warrior’s cassette demo ‘Ignition’ will destroy weak stereos and melt delicate ears

SATAN'S FALL - Seven Nights TAPE (LIM.100*FIN HEAVY METAL*VIRTUE*M.FATE*SATAN*A.WITCH) - 9 €
Iron on Iron Records 2016 - Limited Edition Tape - 100 Copies ! Debut EP by these young Finnish warriors, delivering classic metal in the vein
of the olde NWOBHM/Speed metal masters.
The Nordic traditional Heavy Metal Underground strikes again !
A mixture of early IRON MAIDEN, JUDAS PRIEST, SATAN, MERCYFUL FATE, VIRTUE and ANGEL WITCH.

SILVERBONES - Between the Devil... (NEW*LIM.100 TAPE*RUNNING WILD*BLAZON STONE) - 9 €
Iron on Iron Records Records 2016 - Limited Edition of 100 copies on TAPE
Fans of rum-fueled power metal, paying homage at the altar of classic pirate era Running Wild, start your counts. You are in for a treat! The
Italian horde have boarded and are ready to take you on a journey through the high seas.
Recommended for fans of Running Wild, Blazon Stone, Rocka Rollas
STARLIGHT - Starlight Warriors TAPE (NEW*LIM.200*SWE HEAVY METAL*RUNNING WILD*HELLOWEEN) - 9 €
Heavy Chains Records 2016 - Limited Edition of 200 copies TAPE - Killer teutonic metal worship via Sweden for fans of old Helloween,
Running Wild, Stormwitch
STORMTROOPER - Armies of the Night TAPE (NEW*LIM.100 TAPE*US METAL KILLER) - 10 €
Iron on Iron Records 2016 - Limited Edition Tape - 100 Copies ! US Metal Classic !
Fantastic official US Metal Rerelease from 1985 ! The very rare EP at last in a great TAPE edition! Too many metalheads would like to have this
gem! A super edition with new artwork based in the amazing old cover, including all the original recordings from the EP remastered plus the
old original recordings! Tape is limited to only 100, handnumbered copies! As far as the music goes they take the best parts from heavy/power
metal and combine it with some sheer thrash brutality. It’s all there, shrieky soloing, powerful midpaced rhythm sections, catchy melody lines
and shouting vocal parts ala Exciter in their “Violence and Force” era.
THE WIZARD'D - Ancient Tome of Arcane Knowledge TAPE (NEW*LIM.200*AUS DOOM METAL*PAGAN ALTAR) - 9 €
Heavy Chains Records 2015 - Limited Edition of 200 copies TAPE - Third full length album from Tasmania's masters of arcane metal magick! Six
tracks of total doom for fans of Pagan Altar, Death SS, Manilla Road, Witchfinder General
TORPEDO - Torpedo Metal TAPE (NEW*LIM.200*AUS SPEED METAL/US EPIC METAL*OUTCAST) - 9 €
Heavy Chains Records 2016 - Limited Edition of 200 copies TAPE - Street fighting speed metal attack from AUS with hints of 80s US epic metal.
TRIAL - Vessel TAPE (NEW*LIM.200*OCCULT HEAVY METAL*MERCYFUL FATE*PORTRAIT) - 10 €
Heavy Chains Records 2016 - Limited Edition of 200 copies TAPE - Cassette version of the 2015 full length album from this excellent dark and
otherworldly Swedish heavy metal band. A seamless mix of heavy, speed, and 80s power metal, as seen through the cold dead eyes of a
forgotten corpse.. Complete with a razor sharp sound courtesy of producer Andy La Rocque.
For Fans of Mercyful Fate, Portrait, In Solitude, Attic
Y
s D M – Demo '15 TAPE (NEW*FIN HEAVY METAL*M.FATE*M.CHURCH*I.MAIDEN) - 8 €
Impious Desecra on Records 2015 - Limited Tape - only 200 copies !
TYFON'S DOOM is a new one man band from Finland that already drew quite some attention with its obscure and unpolished style of
traditional Heavy Metal.
Tommi Varsala, the man behind this project, captured the original spirit of metal like only a few other bands nowadays.
Though you can hear a lot of influences in his music, such as Iron Maiden, Mercyful Fate, early Metal Church and more,
TYFON'S DOOM sounds incredibly fresh and personal. With a brilliant songwriting, great guitar work and gritty vocal style, Tyfon's Doom
recreates a feel that is hard to come across these days.
VVLVA - Shaking Bones TAPE (NEW*LIM.200*GER 70's HARD ROCK KILLER*ZODIAC) - 9 €
Heavy Chains Records 2016 - Limited Edition of 200 copies TAPE - Excellent hard rock from Germany with a sound that goes straight back to
the late 60s/early 70s hard rock. A rolling wall of fuzz complete with killer emotional vocals, subtle organ sections, and great cover art by
Karmazid
Limited edition of 200 hand numbered copies

MAGAZINES
DEAF FOREVER #12 (NEW*GER METAL MAG*FATES WARNING*MGLA*POSTER DESASTER/DEMON) - 6 €
DEAF FOREVERs Twelve! Liebe Headbangerinnen und Headbanger! Was für ein Zufall: Die Prog-Metal-Götter FATES WARNING, die noch vor
wenigen Wochen beim Keep It True abgeräumt haben, veröffentlichen rechtzeitig zu unserer zwölften Ausgabe ihr zwölftes Studioalbum und
gewannen damit souverän unseren Soundcheck!
Der Titelheld unserer neuen Ausgabe hingegen werkelt noch am Studiodebüt seiner neuen (Zweit-)Band: Die Rede ist von Bolt-ThrowerFrontmann Karl Willetts und MEMORIAM. Wie er Frank Albrecht exklusiv verriet, dürfen wir uns auf ein prächtiges Death-Metal-Geschoss
freuen. Das wundert uns nicht! MGLA sind die derzeit wohl populärste Black-Metal-Band außerhalb des Mainstreams. Allerdings weiß man
kaum etwas über die Polen. Bislang? Bandkopf Mikolaj Zentara gab uns ein umfangreiches Interview, und natürlich kommen auch brisante
Themen zur Sprache.
Was passierte eigentlich in Europa ? egal ob in Belgien, Holland, Frankreich, Polen oder in der DDR ? als Ende der Siebziger die New Wave Of
British Heavy Metal ausbrach? Diese Frage und unzählige Antworten sind Gegenstand unseres großen, 20-seitigen (!) Specials über den
European Metal von 1979 bis 1983. Freut Euch auf Legenden wie Heavy Load, Sortilège oder Ostrogoth!
Für Himmelstein und Konsorten ist es DIE Reunion des Jahrzehnts: Die Rock´n´Roll-Chaoten THE HELLACOPTERS sind (zunächst einmalig)
wieder auf der Bühne vereint, werden aber hoffentlich nicht nur ihren Fans beim diesjährigen Sweden Rock Festival einheizen.
Weitere Interviews haben wir geführt mit Denner/Shermann, Vardis, Katatonia, Omen, Dark Funeral, Death Angel, Kvelertak, Cobalt, Vulture,
Flotsam And Jetsam, Gojira, Rebaelliun, Sanzu, Q5, Wytch Hazel, Bat, Illdisposed, Vidargängr oder Malokarpatan. Eine Vorstellung neuer UKMetal-Bands in Form eines Manuel-Trummer-Specials ist ebenso ein Highlight dieser Ausgabe wie ein Überblick über das Schaffen von Captain
Beyond sowie unsere Rubriken Under A Funeral, Moon, The Dungeons Are Calling, Forgotten Jewels und Maniac der Ausgabe.
Zu den Schwerpunkten unserer Konzert- und Festivalrückblicke zählen diesmal das Keep It True, Acherontic Arts, Roadburn sowie das
Black'n'Thrash Inferno. Massenhaft Tonträger-Reviews sind selbstverständlich, und zwei kultige Poster spendieren wir Euch ebenfalls: Beglückt
Eure Mitbewohner mit Demons - Night Of The Demon und Desaster. Don't you know it's the night of the demon When spirits run high!
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